
General Comments (in random order)

“I cant praise Paul highly enough. My own profession is in graphic/web design. I have an

extensive background in this area, so from the beginning I was very particlar in the type of

photos I wanted. Paul managed to capture our day perfectly. His use of colour, focus and

composition was excellent, his editing also extreemly good. On the day he helped my wife

and I feel at ease and comfortable - he could quite easily of been a guest as he got on with

everybody so well. Would strongly recommend him!”

“Paul is very friendly and professional. His understanding and organisational skills help the

day to run smoothly. His presence gave a great aura amongst our wedding party and his

relaxed approach to his photography made us and our guests feel comfortable.”

“Paul fitted into our wedding beautifully. He managed to do a terrific job with photographs

without any fuss. Our guests commented on how personable he was and on a special day

when you only have close friends and family around it meant a lot to both of us that there

was that feeling.”

“Paul was amazing, he really put us at easy and understood exactly what we wanted. From

the moment we met Paul we knew he was the man for the job. From the word go Paul was

excellent and really helpful. Paul captured some amazing pictures and did us proud. I would

certainly recommend Paul to others he was first class.”

“Paul was amazing all day and I couldn’t of asked anymore off him. If I require professional

photographs in the future then I will ask Paul. There is no need to research anyone else.

Thank you again Paul”

“From our first meeting with Paul we knew we had chosen the right photographer. He was

relaxed and made us both feel at ease. On the day he fitted in well with all our guests and

was flexible to our ideas. We were really pleased with the natural photographs he had

captured from our day.”

“Paul was simply brilliant”

“Paul was fantastic. All of our guests commented on how friendly he was.”

“Alex and I felt that we struck gold with Paul. He went out of his way to meet us (twice) at

our venue prior to the day and discuss photos. He had a very relaxed manner and style and

we felt, captured all the emotion and happiness of our day perfectly. We are absolutely

thrilled with all our photos.”

“Paul not only took fantastic photos but coordinated our entire wedding day. He blended

into the background which allowed him to capture special moments on film. Our photos



truly represent the wonderful day we had. For 2 nervous subjects he made us feel very at

ease!”

“Very nice chap, down to earth and a laugh yet absolutely professional at all times and best

of all after our wedding day the quality of his work is outstanding!”

“Delighted with our photos. Paul has managed to capture all of our guests enjoying the day

in a very natural way. Just what we wanted! Delighted!”

“Everyone who attended the wedding commented on the photographer and said how good

he was at making people feel comfortable and at ease during group shots. As well as being

friendly and approachable. We were very happy with the how the day went and Paul

contributed to that.”

“Paul was in touch with us every step of the way. He responded to queries via

email/telephone within 24/48hrs and listened to what we wanted. We were attracted to his

relaxed approach and knew our venue very well which also helped. He kept us calm on the

morning of the wedding and to be honest, sometimes I didn’t even know he was there! he

even stayed longer so he could capture our bingo games after dinner. We received our

photos and were super happy with his attention to detail and style”

“Your wedding photos are such an important part of the day - you’ll look back on them for

ever. The wonderful set of wedding photos we now have are down to Paul’s skill and ability

to capture all the brilliant moments and the fun of the day. He really makes an effort to

understand what you want and research your venues so that he can do the best job possible.

He was a pleasure to have as part of our wedding.”

“Paul was absolutely brilliant. He fitted in perfectly throughout the day, all the guests felt

completely comfortable and the photos are fantastic quality. Unbelievable value for money

with the package including a pre wedding shoot and 3 albums. He was dedicated and has

great attention to detail.”

“On the day a wedding photographer only gets a few chances to ’get it right’, Paul’s ability

to capture the atmosphere of day, using a wide range of photographic styles, brings our

wedding day back to life every time we look at our photographs.”

“Paul is a wonderful photographer. He made the whole wedding party feel relaxed and

happy. Paul was happy to advise and help in all aspects of our day. He is very approachable

and easy to work with. Paul was a perfect part of our wedding day and we would recommend

him highly.”

“Paul is an exceptionally talented photographer. He captured our big day perfectly with

some truly stunning photographs that we will cherish forever. Throughout the day he put



everyone at ease and most people didn’t even know they were having their photo taken.”

“Not only were Paul’s photos beautiful and exactly what we wanted to remember our day,

he was an absolute pleasure to have at our wedding. He struck a balance between being

friendly and personable but also unobtrusive. He even helped to keep me calm and relaxed

in the moments just before the wedding!”

“Paul made every effort to forfill our wedding photo wishes , he was on hand all day at our

wedding and sometimes we didn’t even know he was taking pictures . Pauls work is so

relaxed and he feels more like a friend than a photographer , he made myself and my

partner feel at ease . Paul’s work is amazing and he takes the time and effort to understand

what pictures you want and getting to know you as a couple at pre wedding shoots . We

would choose paul for any future work .”

“Would not hesitate to recommend Paul to anyone else, in fact we already have done! His

style is so relaxed and he works so hard to put everyone at ease to get the lovely natural

shots we will treasure. He worked so hard on our big day and the shots are testament to it.”

“Creative, efficient, talented. Paul went above and beyond and we are blown away by our

pictures! He used initiative and was s valuable and welcomed part of our day!”

“Paul was excellent and fitted around us being abroad with limited prep time. His

professionalism and excellence working at a new venue and finding the best shots in mixed

weather and looking after the guests to make the experience enjoyable for everyone was

fantastic. Highly recommended”

“Fantastic photographer. Well presented, friendly and helpful. Blended in without being

intrusive, most of the time we weren’t aware he was snapping away. Very approachable and

offered advice on other aspects of the wedding as well as the photography. Has an obvious

passion for what he does. Liked by all the guests. Willing to take photos of whatever we

wanted but also offered other suggestions.”

“Paul was amiable, accommodating and relaxed throughout the process which gave us the

confidence to leave everything in his hands. He gave us gentle direction without being

intrusive, and put all our guests at ease. His pictures are a beautiful and complete story of

the day which we will treasure.”

“I knew straight away Paul would be great and we’d feel comfortable. On the day he fitted

into our wedding so well all our family and friends kept saying "Who’s your mate he’s

lovely?"”

“Paul is a great photographer who is extremely friendly and very professional. He did all he

could to capture our day how we wanted it and dealt with a difficult guest very well. We felt



he was the perfect photographer for our day and was brilliant value for money. We would

recommend him to anyone.”

“Paul’s personality, energy and enthusaism for what he does was clear from the start, he

made us feel so comfortable and relaxed, which ultimately made our wedding photographs

so truly special. On the wedding day Paul was perfect, he was assertive yet polite and a true

gentleman. The quality of what he has produced for us so far is outstanding, a perfect mix of

capturing the unstaged emotions of the day and the essential perfect shots. He was a delight

to be around and has an exceptional talent”

“We found Paul very professional unobtrusive & friendly he was very in tune with our

requirements & we are very pleased with our album & photos”

“Paul was perfect for us like a breath of fresh air. I couldn’t of asked for any more. Paul

organized and made everything simple, personal and perfect for our special day. I didn’t

even notice Paul as he fitted right in with our family which made our day extra special.

Looking through our photos I was surprised and excited with the photos Paul took. Paul

captured my family and friends perfectly and I couldn’t of asked any more from Paul. Paul

made our wedding day perfect for us. No complaints.”

“Could not fault Paul’s involvement with our wedding. Nothing was too much trouble and he

listened to all our requests. His manner and presence at our wedding was professional ,

friendly and in obtrusive. Many of our guests commented how good he was and we have

photos retelling the story of our day.”

“Paul worked his socks off for the whole 10 hours, capturing some amazing shots from all

angles. We had so many comments from our guests about how he put them at ease and how

approachable he was. Paul was happy to accommodate my ever changing photo selection for

the album to be sure it was perfect!”

“Paul is an exceptional photographer. You don’t even know he is there. We booked Paul for

our wedding and the quality of images are amazing. We loved our wedding photos. Paul

does an outstanding job of creating natural relaxed photography.”

“Paul was professional throughout from our first meeting, to the pre wedding shoot to the

actual wedding to afterwards. He had a perfect relaxed attitude that suited us perfectly

while not afraid to suggest good photo opportunities. On the day he managed to blend into

the crowd and was very helpful aswell. The finished photographs are absolutely beautiful

and we would not hesitate to recommend him to friends and family.”

“Our wedding day was very wet But we still wanted outdoor photos to which Paul grabbed

us some umbrellas and off we went into the rain. We all got very wet especially Paul as he

trampled though long wet grass with a smile in his face. We had so much fun in the process,



which shows in our photographs”

“We had Paul recommended by our wedding venue and he was fantastic! He knew exactly

what style we wanted and worked soooo hard on the day we really couldn’t have asked for

more! All of our guests have commented on how much he worked in the day and the quality

if outlet pictures are proof if this! Truly professional and friendly, and excellent

photographer!!”

“Paul was the most wonderful wedding photographer! He really felt like part of our day and

captured such natural photos which we absolutely love! Paul made us feel at ease and knew

exactly how to make the most of our venue. The guests all raved about him too! I cannot rate

him highly enough!”



Why They Booked (in random order)

“He had exactly the style we wanted for our wedding photos, he certainly made us feel very

relaxed and natural. After meeting Paul, and discussing all ideas, he confirmed our decision

as the right one!”

“Primarily because of the style of photography which is relaxed, elegant and timeless.

Paul’s amiability was also important.”

“I wanted the majority of my photographs to be where the guests were not always posing or

looking directly at the camera. Natural photography. Paul totally puts you at ease, he is

assertive without being bossy or overpowering!”

“We liked the style of his photography. He’d also done a lot at our venue and knew it inside

out and where to take the best photos. Good, detailed website with lots of portfolios to look

at plus prices.”

“I was fortunate enough to see his portfolio and really liked his work. Once we met he

seemed a genuinley nice and friendly person - we instantly felt at ease and would

recommed him to anyone.”

“Recomendation and also the qulIty of photos we had seen of his! excellent!”

“We loved the natural photos he produced. They looked so relaxed and not staged. Upon

meeting with Paul we knew straight away that he was the photographer for us as he really

listened to what we wanted but also had his own fabulous ideas about different shots. We

didn’t feel particularly comfortable in front of a camera but we soon forgot about that and

enjoyed the whole process. What a talented, clever man- worth his weight in gold!”

“His previous work was exactly the style we wanted, which also fitted in beautifully with the

softness of our wedding theme and venue, with the image we wanted to portray.”

“After meeting his wife at a wedding fair and viewing previous work we met with him and

we’re very impressed with his friendly relaxing style”

“Liked his style of photography”

“I looked at many photographers online and loved Pauls style of photography. I loved how

natural they were and this encouraged me to get in contact with him and set up a meeting.

Paul was easy to get on with and was just what we were looking for to share our big day.”

“Looking at Paul’s website showed that he was skilled in not only wedding photography but

many other areas too. He came to our house for the first meeting and found that he was not



only professional but very approachable and his passion for photography was very apparent.

We highly recommend him!”

“We booked Paul because of looking at his portfolio. The photographer is one of the most

important parts of your wedding and we knew that he would do a fantastic job. Not only

that, he is a genuinely lovely guy and brings out the best in people when taking their

photograph.”

“We were aware of him through friends and the excellent work he had done at their

wedding. We therefore knew immediately who we wanted to do our own wedding

photography when the time came so didn’t hesitate to book him.”

“Paul was really friendly and understood exactly what we were after from one meeting. He

put no pressure on us to book and gave us time to decide by reserving the date and giving us

first refusal. He was great value for money and most importantly his photos are fantastic

quality.”

“His pictures online were beautiful and I loved the natural feel to the pictures which is what

we were looking for.”

“We were impressed with his website and he came highly recommended from our reception

venue. His albums were of exceptional quality, as were his client reviews.”

“His photography style and presentation were exactly what we wanted and the rapport we

built with him during the initial visit demonstrated to us that we could trust him to deliver

what we wanted. Not only this but the wedding package he offered was the best price we

had seen. So really we couldn’t go wrong! We would recommend him without hesitation.”

“We liked his style of photography and after meeting him found him very friendly and

professional which suited us.”

“We saw examples of his pictures online and at the wedding venue and felt that he made the

weddings he photographed look like they were fun, happy occasions. He also seemed to

capture the relationship between the bride and groom beautifully rather than artificial,

’posed’ shots.”

“He was recommended by a friend”

“Recommend by a friend”

“We liked his approach & the fact he listened to what we had in mind”

“Looking through his previous work we loved the images and felt his price for what we were



receiving was more than fair”

“Paul had a great portfolio of excellent shots and his attitude was relaxed and friendly and

friends had given him a glowing review”

“We met three of the photographers whose albums we had liked at the venue. We chose

Paul because he was likeable and professional and was willing to tailor the package so we

got exactly what we wanted.”

“Because he is genuine and talented.”

“Down to earth honest and natural. The quality of his work is excellent.”

“Because he is great at what he does”

“Attention to detail, relaxed style of work, quality of photographs, friendly approach, goes

above and beyond just taking photos. We got on really well with him which made a huge

difference as I felt like he was a friend rather than someone encroaching on our day. He

contacted us after wedding to make sure we were happy with the photos, which added to

that personal touch.”

“Paul made us feel at easy from the very first time we met him. Offering excellent value for

money, we felt there was no one else who offered the same level of personal service.

Having worked with Paul and now having the results of his work, I am without doubt we had

the right decision in choosing Paul to be our wedding photographer. I state with an honest

belief that Paul Willets is second to none and a real credit to his profession. I thoroughly

enjoyed working with Paul on our wedding day and I would personally recommend his

services to family and friends, having full confidence they would not be disappointed.”

“We liked the style of photography, he made us feel very at ease right from the start. We

knew he would capture our wedding day in the style we wanted.”

“Paul responded promptly to my enquiry and agreed to meet my husband and I at our venue,

even prior to us agreeing to go with him. He explained about how he manages to achieve

certain shots and what sort of light/ backdrops he looks for. We really felt on the same

wavelength with him and were so impressed by his very obvious passion and talent that we

were in no doubt about booking him straight away. We have received many compliments

from family and friends since the wedding about not only how wonderful the photos were

but also how brilliant Paul was on the day itself. We would recommend Paul without

hesitation.”

“We looked at other photographers. But when you compared Paul’s pictures to others there

is a clear difference in quality. Paul’s quality of pictures had no equal so we choose him for



our biggest big of our lives.”

“Pauls style of photogrpahy was exactly what we were after. From meeting him before the

day, we clicked personality wise and my husband and I knew he was going to be perfect for

us to work with. We knew the more relaxed we were, the more natural the photos would be.

His portfolio of work is beautiful and testiment to his talent. He is also very reasonably

priced and came recommended.”

“We loved the look and feel of Pauls work, modern with a old fashioned twist . But we also

felt very relaxed around him and we wanted a photographer who made us laugh and feel

comfortable to be around for our big day :)”

“We felt comfortable with him. He provided the type of relaxed photography we wanted and

we had every faith in him to provide the photography we wanted for our wedding day.”

“we had another photographer previously booked. But that fell through due to use not

making quick enough payment. having horrible voice message left on my phone. we deicide

to find another photographer”
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